
Distance Over-Refraction
• Perform monocular and binocular over-refraction
•  Check visual quality, both distance and near, 

with everyday objects
• If not plano, move to the new trial lenses
•  Consider dispensing trial lenses – wearer now 

needs to experience “real-world” vision for 
approximately one to two weeks

Initial Lens Fit
Determine initial contact lens power using 
vertex-corrected, most PLUS, spherical equivalent 
distance Rx, then add +0.25D for each eye.

Determine the spectacle ADD, then select the  
contact lens ADD (LO, MED, HI) using this chart.

ALCON® MULTIFOCAL CONTACT LENSES 
FITTING GUIDELINES

TIPS FOR OVER-REFRACTION

•  ALWAYS check vision under 
binocular conditions

•  Aim to assess the maximum  
PLUS accepted at distance

•  DO NOT use a phoropter;  
only hand-held lenses

• DO NOT change the ADD power

ADD SELECTION

SPECTACLE ADD BOTH EYES

Up to +1.25D

+1.50D to +2.00D

+2.25D and over HI

LO

MED

*With 2 lenses or less per eye, at initial fitting visit.

of real-world exposure (outside the exam room) 
before assessing visual performanceALLOW FOR
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96% FITTING SUCCESS
FOLLOWING THE ALCON MULTIFOCAL FITTING GUIDELINES1-3*

UP 
TO



*In symptomatic patients; vs. habitual lenses. 
**Based on a survey of 544 presbyopic contact lens wearers.
†Based on a clinical study with AIR OPTIX® AQUA, AIR OPTIX® for Astigmatism, and AIR OPTIX® AQUA Multifocal contact lenses. 
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DISTANCE

PRECISION PROFILE™ DESIGN
Works with the eyes’ natural pupillary function to 
enable clear, seamless vision at every distance.13-15

NEAR

INTERMEDIATE

THE ALCON MULTIFOCAL PORTFOLIO

The first and only water 
gradient daily disposable 
multifocal contact lens for 

exceptional comfort, reduced 
feeling of dryness4* and 

seamless vision.5**

The only daily disposable 
multifocal contact lens 

with blink-activated 
moisture technology for 

refreshing comfort.12

The only monthly  
multifocal contact lens with 

SmartShield™ Technology for 
deposit resistance6,7 and  

HydraGlyde® Moisture Matrix  
for long-lasting lens surface  

moisture and consistent comfort  
from day 1 to day 30.6,8-10,†

MATERIAL delefilcon A nelfilcon A lotrafilcon B

DIAMETER 14.1 mm 14.0 mm 14.2 mm

BASE CURVE 8.5 mm 8.7 mm 8.6 mm

POWER RANGE (diopter) +6.00D to -10.00D (in 0.25 steps)

ADDS LO, MED, HI

IDEAL FOR 
PRESBYOPES WHO

Desire the ultimate lens-wear experience 
of the lens that feels like nothing11

Want exceptional comfort 
that lasts until the end of day

Desire refreshing comfort and daily 
disposable convenience
Want contact lenses that 
don’t require maintenance

Desire clear vision and consistent  
comfort throughout the wearing period
Are transitioning from weekly/monthly 

replacement contact lenses


